techniques for
storage and real-time
retrieval of variablebit-rate video data
for multiple
s~m~ltaneo
users,
~s
we conclude that
constant time length
and hybrid
techniques can
greatly reduce the
total system cost. Of
three admission
control techniques,
data-limit admission
control offers a
moderate gain for a
moderate increase in
implementation
complexity. We also
placement and
admission control
strategies to an
interleaved disk
array.

mean ratio of 3 : l even averaged over a few seconds, we could conceivably achieve the same
video quality at about one-third the cost by storing VBR rather than CBR video data on disks.
Therefore, the same statistical multiplexing ideas
used in networking applications can reduce the
cost per stream in VBR video storage applications.
However, one major difference distinguishes
networking and storage applications: Unli
networking applications, the storage scenario
exploits the a priori knowledge of the video bit
trace to optimize both the data placement algorithms and the admission control algorithms. This
knowledge can be stored in memory as an index
Ed Chang and Avideh Zakhor table, as it comprises a small fraction of the size of
University of California, Berkeley stored VBR video data.
The choice of true VBR versus CBR also influences the data units used to store the compressed
ideo data placement and admission bit stream o n the disks. For CBR video, the data
control for video servers pose two of can be stored and retrieved in constant-sized data
the most important challenges fac- units without endangering jitter-free, real-time
ing video-on-demand applications. video delivery.l,zFor VBR data, the unit sizes writIn the following discussion, we investigate storage ten to and read from the disk are not chosen as
and real-time retrieval of video data for multiple easily as for CBR data.
The basic issue is whether
simultaneous users. We chose a disk as our storage medium because disk arrays provide costeffective storage and high-bandwidth transfer I to store and retrieve data in unequal amounts to
conform to the real-time playback duration or
capabilities, and because of their growing popularity in VOD systems.
For storage efficiency we compress the data U to store and retrieve the data in equal-sized
units for each user, using buffer memory to
before writing to disk. Given several different
provide real-time variable bit rate for pl
modes of encoding, we must decide the type of rate
control mechanism, if any, to apply in generating
the compressed bit stream. One option generates a We call the first method constant time le
truly variable-bit-rate (VBR), constant-quality and the second method constant data length (CDL).
stream without any rate control, buffers, or quan- We also examine a third
tization feedback. Another possibility generates a which we store CDL units
constant bit rate (CBR) stream in which quantiza- number of units for each U
tion feedback is applied to implement a leaky buck- user in the hybrid scheme retrieves a few constantet rate-control mechanism in order to avoid buffer length units, and each read unit requires a separate
disk seek. Each user in the CTL scheme, on the
overflow or underflow.
Presumably, video inherently results in vari- other hand, retrieves exactly one variable-length
able-bit-rate data. Hence, the main advantage of unit consisting of many contiguous disk blocks.
CTL-stored videos are characterized by a
true VBR over CBR is its true constant quality. As a
result, when using CBR, you must choose between unique pattern of variable data unit lengths derivlow bit rates and nonuniform quality or very high able from the video bit trace and the real-time
bit rates and uniform quality. To maintain uni- duration of the units. Because data units may
form quality, you must choose the CBR bit rate at interleave across many disks (as shown later), the
a level high enough to ensure the quality remains stored units might not be contiguous. In this case,
above a certain threshold during high-motion replacing or editing the video results in disk fragparts of the video sequence. Unfortunately, this mentation problems. To avoid this, we consider a
latter approach results in over-allocation of stor- CDL system. However, as we will see later, CDL
might result in large buffer usage, hence the motiage resources in storing CBR data.
Since typical VBR video may have a peak to vation for the hybrid system. That system stores
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data in CDL units, but the number
of units retrieved varies with the
E [O-I]
playback consumption requirements. This strategy reduces buffer
requirements and results in a good
compromise between low cost and
=I
low fragmentation.
To avoid over-allocating system
resources when too many users request data simultaneously, we require
admission control algorithms. We
E [l -21
consider two main classes of admission control: statistical and deterministic. Statistical admission control
exploits the bit-rate statistics of the
videos on the disk. This strategy has
the advantage over network admission control
schemes of using the actual histograms of the data
to be read rather than generic video statistics for all
possible video sequences. Alternatively, we can
apply a deterministic admission control strategy by
exploiting the specific knowledge of the bit traces
of requested videos rather than their statistics. By
storing the bit-rate traces in index tables, the disk
system has full knowledge of the future traces needed to service all user requests. Thus it can decide if
the admission of a new request will cause a system
overflow during the length of the request.
Other researchers have considered the issues of
data placement and admission control for VBR
video servers. Vin et al.3 compared the performance of CTL and hybrid systems for a multipledisk multimedia network server. For admission
control, Vin et al. proposed statistical4and adaptive5policies. GemmeW also considered a variable
number of fixed size units, which can be grouped
into sorting sets to reduce disk latencies.
In this article, we provide a cost/benefit analysis
of the above placement, retrieval, and admission
control techniques and conclude that CTL and
hybrid placement and retrieval techniques can
reduce the total system cost by up to a factor of
three in comparison with the strategy of padding
the VBR video trace to achieve a constant data rate.
We will show that for read-only systems, CTL has
the lowest cost per user. For writable systems, the
hybrid technique achieves a good compromise
between low cost and low fragmentation. We find
that ideal deterministic admission control offers the
greatest gain but might be difficult to implement on
standard disk controllers.Data-limit admission control, on the other hand, offers a moderate gain for
a moderate increase in implementation complexity. Finally, we implemented a full disk model sim-
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ulator that operates a thousand times faster than
the real-time disk. Results using the simulator came
very close to those measured on the real disk, making the simulator useful for experiments.
System operation and metrics

To evaluate our strategies, we must specify how
our video server system operates and consider various quality metrics. The periodic nature of video
service naturally leads to a round-robin scheduling scheme. We define a service round as the
smallest periodic unit of time in which the server
sends some data to each user to ensure real-time
playback capability. Figure 1 illustrates the operation of the dual-buffer system.2,6
During the first service round, t E [0-11, the
disk transfers data to the disk buffer, as shown by
the heavy arrow marked “disk transfer.” At the
end of the round, t = 1, data is transferred instantaneously from the disk buffer to the network
buffer; we call this stage the “buffer transfer.’’
During the second service round, t E [l-21,
another disk transfer occurs while the network
buffer performs a “network transfer,” sending its
data to the users. Subsequent rounds proceed in
the same manner. Thus the total system buffer is
the sum of the disk and network buffers. (An alternative architecture distributes the network buffer
across the clients receiving video. However, this
becomes uneconomical once the number of
clients exceeds the simultaneous user capacity of
the server. Since we assume many more clients
than the server can simultaneously support, we
place the network buffer at the server.)
Using this dual-buffer assumption, we do not
have to schedule users in any given order; we simply ensure that every user gets scheduled within a
given service round. We assume the user requests in

Figure 1 . Dual-buffer
operation.
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each service round are scheduled according to the
Scan algorithm. A more complex grouping strategy
can reduce the seek times or amount of buffer
required,6but lies beyond the scope of this article.
Seek-time models

We now consider the disk operation in more
detail. Assume each disk request takes the form of
a “seek operation followed by a “read” operation.
We find that we can model the disk read rate, R,,
as a constant by keeping our data on the fastest
zone of the disk, which comprises 70 percent of
the storage capacity. We measure R, to be 5.03
Mbytes per second on our HP C3325W disk.
The seek time, however, proves more difficult
to model and remains an important issue
throughout this article. An inherent trade-off
exists between accuracy and complexity of seek
models. For instance, if we took into account track
and sector locations of data and precisely modeled
the actual rotation and movements of the head,
then we would have an accurate but complex
model. On the other hand, if we assume a constant seek and rotation time, then we have sacrificed accuracy for the lower complexity used in
our simulations.
We propose three different models for the seek
time and use them in different scenarios. For the
first, which we refer to as “typical seek time,” we
use techniques from Worthington et al.’ on our
HP C3325W disk to estimate Ts&), the seek time
as a function of PI tracks traversed. We further
assume that r requests are evenly spaced across the
ntoar
disk tracks such that an equal number of tracks
falls between each requested read unit. Doing so
maximizes the total seek time under the Scan algorithm2 and results in a conservative seek time esti-

mate of Tseek(ntotaI/r
1) for each request.
We graph this seek time as a function of the
number of requests r in Figure 2 for our HP
C3325W disk. As we will see later, we serve about
50 to 60 users for our chosen parameters, resulting in a pessimistic diskseek time of 8.5 ms. If we
assume an average half-revolution time of 5.5 ms,
we can add the pessimistic seek and average rotation times to obtain the “typical seek time” estimate T,= 14 ms. As seen in Figure 2, the actual
disk seek time is relatively insensitive to the number of users, so we keep this typical seek time estimate throughout the discussion.
Our second model, the “worst case” estimate,
uses evenly-spaced requests on the disk for the
seek time but full disk revolutions for the rotation
time. For our disk, this results in an estimate of 8.5
ms + 11ms = 19.5 ms. Since both seek and rotation
time estimates are conservative, the worst-case estimate provides an upper bound to the total time.
The third model uses the actual location of the
data on the disk to compute the exact amount of
time needed for disk revolutions and head seeks.
We used the typical seek time model in simulations of data placement and obtained excellent
agreement with experimental data from a real
disk. For admission control, however, we found
this model inadequate and resorted to the worstcase and actual location models.
System parameters and metrics

Table 1 lists our system parameters. The first
two parameters represent characteristics of the
physical disk, as measured on our disk drive using
the techniques described above. The last three represent characteristics of the video. R, denotes the
average coded bit rate of our chosen VBR
sequence, Star Wars.
To examine both short and long video
sequences, we tested request lengths of 30 seconds
or two hours. We chose an upper bound on the
probability of service-round failure to be one per
half hour. This means that in a fully loaded video
server, on average one user per half hour will
experience a glitch.
Because video tolerates dropped frames fairly
well, we might consider different users requesting
different qualities of service, each with different
probabilities of failure. However, past work has
shown that allowing higher probabilities of overload does not substantially increase the number
of users served.8
Now consider the following quality metrics.
First, the cost per stream should be as low as pos-

sible. The cost per stream divides into two parts:
the disk and the buffer. The cost of the disk, C,,
equals the cost of the disk controller, C,,, plus the
product of the video data size, D,, and the price of
disk storage, Price,. The cost of the buffer, C, equals
the product of the total system buffer, B,, and the
price of memory, Price,,,. Dividing the two costs
by the average number of users yields the cost per
Stream. Table 2 lists current prices and the size of
our chosen VBR video sequence, Star Wars.
We also consider start delay and jump delay.
Start delay, also known as latency, measures the
amount of time between a user’s admission onto
the system and the actual delivery of data from
the network buffer to the user. The delay between
a user request and admission is simply a function
of the rate of incoming user requests and the average number of users that the system can serve. We
do not consider this queuing delay as part of our
latency. (Commonly known in queuing theory as
Little’s result, this function has been empirically
confirmed in our tests.) Jump delay is the amount
of time between the end of a service round that
contains a jump request and actual playback of
jump destination data.
Data placement

In comparing the three methods of data placement, we first describe the simple statistical
admission control strategy. We then examine
CTL, CDL, and a hybrid strategy. In each case, we
calculated the theoretical average number of users
served and the buffer requirement, and verified
the results through experiments on a real disk.
Finally we compare the total system costs and discuss interactivity.
Statistical admission control
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Since each strategy is characterized by a different
random variable, we describe a general statistical
admission control strategy as follows:
I Assume user i requires a resource (such as disk

throughput or buffer usage) with probability
density function (PDF) pl(x). The PDFs are
assumed known, since the server can precisely
compute the histograms at the time the videos
are stored.
I Assume U - 1users on the system, and consider

admitting user U.

p&), the PDF of the aggregate
resource required by U users, by convolving
their PDFs. (In previous work,s we estimated
this function reasonably well with the Central
Limit Theorem and Cramer’s rule.)

I Compute

To limit disk and buffer usage during VBR
video retrieval, we use an admission control algo- I Integrate the aggregate PDF beyond a given
threshold limit to find the probability of overrithm to regulate the number of users. The simload,
plest method, statistical admission c ~ n t r o l , ~ ~ ~
, ~ Po(U).
admits users up to a predetermined threshold. We
derive this threshold by using statistics of the I If P,,(U) exceeds the chosen failure threshold,
reject the user; otherwise, admit.
stored data to estimate a probability of disk or
buffer overload. Later we consider more complex
deterministic admission control algorithms that Constant time length
Earlier, we defined CTL as a data placement
use a priori knowledge of the actual bit traces in
strategy in which stored read unit sizes are proporindex tables stored in memory.
The data rate variation of our VBR bit trace tional to their corresponding playback bit rates.
shows up in different ways for each of the data Figure 3 on the next page shows two service rounds
placement strategies. For CTL, the read unit sizes of disk operation with four users; as seen, the read
vary; for CDL, the network buffer size varies; and unit sizes vary between rounds and between users.
for hybrid, the number of retrieved units varies. Using round-robin scheduling, the disk fills the
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disk buffer with data for each user once per round.
The amount of data sent to any one user in one
round exactly equals the amount the user will
consume during one round of video playback,
rounded up to the next 1-kilobyte disk block. The
extra data from the rounding, which is discarded,
amounts to less than 1 percent of the data read
from disk. Since the amounts consumed by each
user in each round equal the amounts read from
disk, Figure 1 clearly shows that the network
transfer equals the disk transfer in the previous
round. Hence we chose disk and network buffers
of the same size.
Because the total amount of data retrieved by
all users in one service round varies, disk overload
becomes a primary concern in CTL data placement
and retrieval. A straightforward statistical admission control strategy for CTL data relies on analyzing the probability that the total data requested
by all users in one service round exceeds the disk
throughput capacity.

We can compute this probability for an arbitrary
number of users U watching videos as follows. To
have no overload, we must satisfy the condition
that the total time required to service all users does
not exceed T,.Each user U requires a seek of duration T, and a read of duration T,(u).The read times
T,(u)equal the ratio of the amounts of requested
data D,(u) and the disk read rate R,. Thus the nooverload condition is given by

rr
u=1

We therefore define the disk read limit as the maximum amount of data that can be read by U users
in one service round, Dhm(U)
= R, (TsR- UT,). By definition, in statistical admission control the server
does not keep track of individual traces of the
stored videos; rather it keeps their histograms in a
table. Let the PDF of the video trace requested by
the ith user be pi@).Then we can state the resulting statistical admission control algorithm for the
Uth user given U- 1users on the system as follows:
1.Compute the PDF of the aggregate video
requested by Uusers,p,(x) = p l ( x ) *p2(x) * ... *

P"W.
2. Integrate pa&) beyond R, (TsR- UT,).

3 . If the quantity computed in step 2 exceeds P,,,,
reject the Uth user, otherwise admit.
In this procedure, the service-round duration
T, determines both the read unit sizes and the
maximum number of users served. We therefore
choose a service-round duration Tsxthat minimizes the total system cost per user as follows. The
Star W a r s sequence is stored at 24 frames per second, with 12 frames per group of pictures (GOP).
To ensure that no GOPs will be split across service
rounds for CTL data placement, we
consider various values of TsRin step
sizes of 0.5 seconds. We then use the
prices in Table 2 to calculate the total
costs per stream in Table 3 . As you
can see, the lowest cost per stream
occurs for TsR= 2 seconds, although
the cost varies by only 10 percent for
T,, E [l,31 seconds.

igure 4 shows the histogram of
histogram as the PDF of each user's video in step 1
of the admission control algorithm above. For steps
2 and 3, we use the parameters in Table 1 and vary
the number of users U. We find that the maximum
number of users each reading the movie Star W a r s
from the disk is U = 58. We verify the average number of users served on our real di
the same probability of overload
cent. We know the disk cost is $
cost per user is $281158 = $4.85.
The disk buffer must accommodate
transfer of the threshold size given above. As mentioned, the disk buffer and network buffer are the

same size, so the total buffer needed for this system is twice the maximum amount of data that
the disk can send to all users in one service round.
Assuming U,, users on the system, the total buffer
required is B,, = 2 x R, (TsR- U,,, T,) = 2 x 5,151
Kbytes/s x (2s - 58 x 0.014s) = 12,238 Kbytes. The
average buffer required by 58 users therefore measures 21 l Kbytes per user. We have verified this
number experimentally to within 0.5 percent on
our HP C3325W disk. At our assumed memory
price of $15 per Mbyte, the buffer cost per user is
$15 x 211 Kbytes divided by 1,024 Kbytes/Mbyte =
$3.09, for a total system cost of $7.94.
The CTL system latency equals exactly one service round, the amount of time required to fill the
disk buffer. The data then undergoes a buffer
transfer to the network buffer, as shown in Figure
1, where it immediately becomes available to the
user. Interactivity does not pose a problem for the
CTL system, as the jump delay also takes only one
service round. In CTL, users impose the same load
on the video server whether they play videos forward or backward, scan by skipping read units, or
play in completely random order, as long as each
user retrieves only one variable-length unit from
disk in each service round.
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Constant data length

The most common method of storing video
data stores and retrieves constant-sized read units.
One method of storing CDL read units for VBR
data uses a leaky bucket mechanism for buffer
control, as shown in Figure 5. The principle
involves moving the data variation from the disks
to the buffer. Specifically, the leaky bucket mechanism allows constant rate input from the disk,
one read unit per user per round, and a variable
rate output to the network. (Note that the leaky
bucket model for our CDL data placement operates in the exact opposite way that a leaky bucket
rate control used at the output of a video coder
does. A video coder has variable rate input from
the coder to the buffer and constant rate output
from the buffer, resulting in CBR video.)
As Figure 5 illustrates, the network buffer
smoothes out the variations in the user-requested
playback rate to make it compatible with the constant disk transfer rate. As a result, we must ensure
that it does not underflow or overflow.
Because the total number of users can overload
both the disk throughput and the buffers available,
we need to consider three constraints: disk throughput, disk buffer, and network buffer. Disk throughput issues for CDL data placement of CBR video
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have already been
For CDL placement
of VBR video, data retrieval from disk is the same:
one CDL unit per service round per user. We can
thus operate the disks at full capacity. We define
I

m

I

as the number of users that can all read data from
the disk in one service round without overloading
the disk read bandwidth.
The disk buffer size is the same for CDL placement of both CBR and VBR video-the total
amount of data that all users can read from the
disk in one service round. Given the fixed disk
read bandwidth, we can choose the size of this

Figure 5. CDL
operation.
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of videos requested by U users, pa&) =PI@)*

pdx) *... *pu(x).
2. Integrate pa&) beyond the threshold limit.
t

3. If the quantity computed in step
reject the Uth user, otherwise admit.

As in the CTL case, we c
ty of overload by convolvi
integrating beyond a thresh
buffer to avoid overflow. The network buffer for able network buffer size. The CDL case, however,
VBR video, however, must absorb the variations has two important differences
in the video bit trace for each user. We thus con- limit is not specified by t
sider the two problems of network buffer under- instead it is chosen arbitearily as the amount of
buffer to be added to the disk system. If large
flow and overflow.
If the user started consuming video the same enough, it can result in zero probability of overround the network buffer started receiving data flow. Second, the buffer usage histograms and
from the disk buffer, the total consumption might hence probability densities p ( x ) are functions of
exceed the total input to the network buffer. This the request length L.
We tested the system using the Star Wars
results in network buffer underflow, as shown in
Figure 6a. To ensure that the network buffer does sequence for the request lengths of 30 seconds
not underflow and starve the user, the system and 2 hours. For the test, we chose an arbitrary
begins reading video from disk for a “prefetch” service round duration TsRof 2 seconds. (Later, we
period before the user begins watching video. show that total system cost is more a function of
During this time, the network buffer fills at a con- the video request le
buffer underflow or
stant rate but does not drain, as shown in Figure length.) To avoid cum
unit size, D,,,, to
6b. Once the network buffer level is high enough overflow, we set the
nds of video, 92
to prevent underflow, it begins to transfer data to equal the average o
Kbytes. The disk read time for each CDL unit is
the user at the variable playback rate.
To calculate the number of prefetch rounds thus 92 Kbytes/(
required for a given video, we find the largest KbytesiMbyte) = 0.0
underflow over the length of the video (as shown disk use, we set the s
in Figure 6a) and divide by the CDL data unit size. test to allow
We assume the system has done this calculation
for each video at the time of video storage and
= 62
therefore knows the number of prefetch rounds of
each video a priori.
The buffer overflow problem proves more difficult, since each user will require a variable amount users on the disk at all times.
The disk buffer size simply equals the amount
of buffer depending on the video sequence
of
data
that all users can read from
accessed. To implement statistical admission convice
round,
Udlskx Diead
= 62 x 92
trol for CDL, the server uses a table of buffer state
histograms to analyze the probability of buffer Kbytes. To calculate the theoretical network buffer
overflow. Specifically, let pr(x)denote the PDF of required, we convolve the buffer histograms as
the amount of network buffer needed by the video described above. We find that the buffer requirerequested by user i. We set our threshold limit as ments increase greatly with request length. At L =
uirement is 372 Kbytes
the total amount of memory we will install on the 30 seconds, the buffer
st length of two hours,
video server for the network buffer for all users. per user. At the full re
The resulting statistical admission control algo- the buffer requirement is 15 Mbytes per user-72
rithm for the Uth user given U- 1users on the sys- times the requirement of the CTL system. This disproportionate number results from long-range
tem can be stated as follows:
dependencies in the video sequence. We have
1.Compute the PDF of the aggregate buffer states shown that the buffer required by one user is

bounded below by the (0,p) curvelo of the video
sequence requested."
Because these buffer amounts exceed the
capacity of our video server for Star Wars, we use a
discrete event simulator to track buffer use and
verify the theoretical results. As you can see in
Figure 7, the simulation results agree closely with
the convolution. (We have also used the Central
Limit Theorem to approximate buffer use and
found the results in close agreement.ll) Although
the disk can serve four more users than the CTL
system, the increase in buffer requirement overshadows that gain, as we will show in the section
on cost analysis.
Earlier we defined the start delay as the amount
of time between the admission of a user onto the
system and the actual delivery of data from the
network buffer to the user. User systems in the
CDL scheme prefetch data at a constant rate of
one block per round to fill the network buffer, preventing underflow. Thus the average additional
start delay is directly proportional to the average
amount of prefetch.
In our simulation with user request length L =
30 seconds, we find an average prefetch of 2.06
rounds, equivalent to 2.06 x 92 Kbytes per round
= 190 Kbytes of data or 2.06 x 2 seconds per round
= 4.12 seconds of delay. In our test with L = 2
hours, we found an average prefetch of 127 rounds
of data, equivalent to 11,684 Kbytes of data or 4.2
minutes of delay. These delays come on top of the
one-round delay used to fill the disk buffer, as
shown in Figure 1.The total delays apply to each
user upon beginning a request and-even more
objectionably-to each user seeking readmission
after a jump. Each jump renders the current buffer
useless, and before playback can resume, a long
delay occurs while refilling the buffer.
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Figure 7.CDL network
buffer requirements.

the network buffer to prevent the same hybrid
unit from being reread in the next service round.
Second, no seeks take place between each disk
block of a CTL read unit, whereas a seek occurs
before each unit of data read for a hybrid system
user. Specifically, hybrid system users reading
multiple units in one round must perform multiple seeks to access those units. These additional
seeks reduce disk efficiency.
Because the total number of read units
retrieved by all users in one service round varies,
the possibility of disk overload becomes the primary concern in the hybrid system. To avoid disk
overload, the total time required to service all
users must not exceed TsR.Each read unit requires
a seek of duration T, and a read of duration T,. If
we define N(u) as the number of units read by user
U , the no-overload condition is

Hybrid data placement and retrieval

The final data placement scheme we consider
consists of a hybrid system in which data is written in CDL units, but each user retrieves a different number of units in each service round
corresponding to the VBR video playback rate.
The hybrid system resembles CTL, but with two
main differences.
First, the read units in the hybrid system are
much more coarsely quantized. Whereas each user
in a CTL system can read hundreds of contiguous
1-Kbyte disk blocks per round, each user in the
hybrid system reads zero to a few noncontiguous
large units of data. The remaining data not consumed by the end of the service round is stored in

3000

u=l

Since we do not allow the retrieval of fractional
blocks, we define the read unit limit, N,,,, as the
maximum integer number of blocks that all users
can read in one service round without exceeding
the service time condition,

In statistical admission control, the server
keeps a table of histograms of the number of read

unit sizes independently. We varied
TsRin steps of 0.5 seconds and the
Kbytes, the average

d unit size = 92

example. Just as we showed a hissizes in
togram of CTL read
iled a histogram of the number
of hybrid units retrieved by one user per round in
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units requested for each stored video. Let the PDF
of the number of units requested by the ith user
be p,(x).Then the resulting statistical admission
control algorithm for the Uth user given U - 1
users on the system follows:

1.Compute the PDF of the aggregate number of
units requested by U users, p,(x) = pl(x) * p2(x)
* ... *pu(x).

.-m

We used the disk cost of $281 to
age disk cost per user of $281149 =
Compared to the lowest-cost CT
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extra disk seeks required. We plot the theoretical
disk overload probability Po(Uj for both the hybrid
and CTL schemes in Figure 8. As you can see, the
hybrid system serves fewer users for all tested
probabilities of overload.
Now consider the hybrid system's buffer use.
The size of the disk buffer equals the amount of
data that can be read from disk in one round, 47

2. Integrate p,(x) beyond N,,,.
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al

3. If the quantity computed in step 2 exceeds Pfif,,,,
reject the Uth user, otherwise admit.

.w

ud

Lu

all users from the previous round, given as follows.
Let D,,,,
be the amount of data in each unit, 92
Kbytes in our tests. Sinc

I

I a t h e procedure above, you can choose both
the service-round duration and the hybrid read

in the network buffer aft
For example, if the network buffer is initially at
a level of 0.2 D,,,,
and the user needs to consume

1.3 B,,,, bytes of data in the next round, then 2
units will be read from the disk. At the end of the
service round, these 2 units are transferred to the
network buffer, bringing the network buffer level
to 2.2 D,,,, bytes. The user then consumes 1.3 D,,,,
bytes in playback, leaving 0.9 D,,,, bytes in the network buffer for the next round. Thus the leftover
data is at most 1 D,,,, = 92 Kbytes per user.
Assuming the maximum of 49 users, the network
buffer must account for 49 units x 92 Kbytes/unit
= 4,508 Kbytes. Thus we set the network buffer
size to 4,324 + 4,508 Kbytes = 8,832 Kbytes. The
total system buffer is then the sum of the disk and
network buffers: 4,324 + 8,832 Kbytes = 13,156
Kbytes. The buffer per user is 13,156/49 = 268.5
Mbytes. At $15 per Mbyte, this amounts to $3.93.
Thus the total cost per user is $5.73 + $3.93 =
$9.67 with rounding.
One more factor reduces the efficiency of the
hybrid system at short request lengths. In a hybrid
system, read unit boundaries do not generally correspond to real-time playback data boundaries.
Therefore, users who enter the system and begin
reading a video sequence must retrieve an additional unit of data during the first service round.
This additional unit guarantees that the total data
retrieved from disk is sufficient to begin playback.
However, these additional first-round units
increase the system load, lowering the average
number of users served for a given probability of
overload by a factor of l/(L+l).ll This has the net
effect of increasing the system cost per user by the
same factor. Taking this into account, the cost for
our hybrid system at L = 20 rounds is $9.67 x
(21/20) = $10.15.
In comparison with CDL, a hybrid system
needs to do a much smaller prefetch to ensure
that the network buffer does not underflow. In a
CDL system, this prefetch greatly increases the
latency. For the hybrid system, however, the maximum amount of prefetch is one read unit. Users
read the prefetch unit with the other data units in
the first round to guarantee that they have
enough data in the buffer to begin immediate
playback. Thus the start and jump delays match
the CTL case-exactly one service round.
Cost analysis

Table 6 summarizes the characteristics and theoretical results of each data placement scheme.
The first column lists the schemes. The second
and third columns describe the read unit lengths
and the number of read units retrieved per round.
CTL is the only scheme with variable-length read

Table 6. Data placenient schemes summarized.
Read Unit
Lengths Number
CTL
Variable
1
CDL
Constant----- 1
Hybrid Constant
0-3

1 = 2 hours
U
Buffer
211 Kbytes
58
211 Kbytes
372 Kbytes- _.. -62
_.
15 Mbytes
49
268 Kbytes
281 Kbytes

L = 30 seconds
U
58
60
46.7

Buffer

Table 7. Theoretical cost per stream in dollars of the data

Padded

L

Any

__I_--_

.

Disk $
.Buffer
.__$Total $

15.40
8.17
23.57

CTL
Any
4.84
3.09
7.93

_ _ _ _CDL
30 s
4.67
5.44
10.11

-- 2 h
4.54
222.07
___ .226.61

units and thus subject to disk fragmentation.
Hybrid is the only scheme that may retrieve more
than one block per round, resulting in lower disk
efficiency, as seen in the number of users that can
be served by the disk (columns 4 and 6). Columns
5 and 7 show the buffer required per user, and it
is clear that CDL requires far too much buffer for
the full-length sequence.
To get a cost analysis for our three VBR data
placement strategies, we used the prices from
Table 2 to compute the disk and buffer costs, and
compared them against the costs of padding the
VBR sequence. To pad the VBR sequence, begin
with CTL data trace discretized into TsR= 2-second
intervals, find the maximum of the CTL trace, and
zero-pad each data unit to that size.
Table 7 summarizes the cost comparisons. You
can see that CDL systems are not cost-effectivefor
storage and retrieval of long sequences. The buffer
requirements are too high and the delays too long
for interactive use. The only advantage of CDL
over CTL is that CDL has no fragmentation problems associated with rewriting videos on disk.
Hybrid schemes eliminate the fragmentation
problems while retaining a relatively low cost per
stream. Nonetheless, because the hybrid system
costs 22 to 28 percent more than the CTL system,
we can recommend the CTL system as the least
expensive in read-only situations. However, the
cost increase of using a hybrid system might be
acceptable when videos need to be edited or overwritten on the disk.
lnteractivity

When choosing a data placement strategy for
video servers, we must also consider interactivity.

schemes.
0

Hybrid
30 s
2h
6.02
4.1 3
10.15

-

5.73 -3.93
9.67

Disk overload

Read unit threshold

1..

/

/

-

............-.

times. We assume hybrid data placement and
request length L = 30 seconds. We use a full disk
modellZfor simulation and verify th
a video server constructed on an HP 9000 725/100
an HP C3325W hard drive.
Data-limit deterministic admission control

Current
load

Figure 9. Data-limit
deterministic admission
control.

New
request

Possible
future load

CTL data placement works best for interactive
playback, having no penalties for playing units in
nonconsecutive order. As long as each user
requests only one CTL unit per service round, the
maximum number of users served and the average buffer per user does not change. CDL data
placement, on the other hand, results in very poor
system performance for interactive use, as seen in
the long start and jump delays. We have examined a “burst mode” CDL systemll that reduces
the delay after users jump to different parts of the
video, but the buffer requirements increase substantially beyond the baseline CDL usage.
Hybrid systems show reasonable performance
in interactive situations. However, they suffer a
slight performance penalty because the playback
consumption data boundaries do not generally
correspond to disk unit boundaries. Thus each
user requesting data after a jump will need to
retrieve an extra unit to prefetch data for the network buffer. This results in a small loss in the average number of users served.

Admission control and disk models

In the previous sectio_n, we applied a simple
statistical admission control that uses histograms
of the stored data to compute a hard limit on the
number of users in the system. This user threshold guarantees that the probability of disk or
buffer overload does not exceed a prespecified
threshold. However, the server has access to more
information than just the statistics of the stored
bit traces. Specifically, the bit traces themselves
can be stored in an index table, and the server can
use these traces to examine each incoming request
on an individual basis. We call this deterministic
admission control.
Here we explore two types of deterministic
admission control. The first, data-limit, uses only
the bit trace information and the typical seek time
model. The second, ideal, uses the bit trace information along with the disk track and sector placement information to compute the actual seek

Our data-limit deterministic admission control
strategy accepts users based on a priori knowledge
of the bit rate traces of the requested video
sequences. We assume a typical seek and rotation
time T,,
resulting in the read unit threshold NI,,
ibe the data-limit algoows:

I The server keeps track of the
defined as the total units reques
users for all time.

ser requests admission, the pattern of future requested read units is added to
the current load to result in a possible
load.
I If the possible future load exceeds the read unit
threshold, the user is denied access; otherwise
the user is admitted. The system may also elect
to maximize disk usage by allowing some overloads to users with a lower quality of s
Distribution of overloads among user
interesting resource allocation proble
has already been partially addressed.*

In our implementation, a user who is not
admitted will wait on the queue to try again at the
next service round, as the current load will have
shifted one round to the left. We repeat the above
cycle for the entire duration of our test.
Experimental results. We found tha
the typical seek time assumption, we can theoretically read a maximum of 47 hybrid units.
However, when tested on the real disk video server with the Star W a r s sequence, we measured a 20ty of overload due to the seek
variation. If we assume a more
conservative “worst case” seek and rotation time
estimate, explained earlier, the threshold number
of units read in one service round drops from 47
to 40. This guarantees no overload on the real disk
video server but reduces the average number of

\

hybrid units that can be read in one service round,
and hence the average number of users served. By
using different models of T,, we can achieve a
spectrum of operating points, trading off number
of users with disk overload probability. Figure 10
shows this spectrum, plotting the measured probability of overload as a function of the number of
users served on the real disk video server.
We computed the probabilities by looking at
lo5trials and measuring zero overloads for an N,,
of 44; we found that we can serve 53.9 users at this
operating point. For comparison, we also tested
statistical admission control on the video server.
For all tested probabilities of overload, the datalimit admission control admits more users than
the statistical. The difference grows larger as we
reduce the probability of overload. It would be
interesting to test lower probabilities of overload,
but long tests are infeasible due to the real-time
nature of the video server.
To perform longer tests, we simulated our
video server on a full disk model based on work by
Ruemmler and Wilkes.12We used our measured
disk parameters to calculate a layout pattern by
translating the video read units into sectors and
tracks on the disk simulator. Finally, we traced the
execution of the simulator, adding the appropriate seek, head switch, and rotation times. We did
not model secondary effects such as slipped defective sectors and thermal recalibration. The simulator operates about 1,000 times faster than real
time, and our tests show that it predicts the number of users within 2 percent of the measured real
disk value, as seen in Figure 10.
The difference in probability of overload
between the real disk and simulator at any given
U can be attributed to the large slope of the overload curve. For our test parameters, a 1-ms shift in
the disk seek time profile results in a change of
one user served. Since our accuracy in measuring
' read and seek times is limited to a 1-ms resolution,
the error between our simulator and the actual
disk can result from an imperfect estimate of the
seek time profile or other disk parameters.
The simulator shows that the data-limit deterministic admission control admits 20 percent
more users than the statistical one for a lO-5 probability of overload. We can also theoretically predict the average number of users under data-limit
admission control within 2 percent of the real disk
value using convolution techniques.ll

Delay considerations. The start delay for datalimit deterministic admission control is the same
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as for statistical admission control; users receive
data exactly one service round after being admitted to the system. The jump delay, however,
increases because users are not guaranteed readmission after switching videos or video starting
points. The admission control grants a user access
based on the vector of future number of units
requested in each service round; a change in this
vector may cause a delay while the admission control checks each upcoming service round for one
in which readmission will not cause disk overload.
Both our real disk experiments and full disk model
simulations show that the average jump delay
increases from that of statistical admission control
by at most 7 percent using our system parameters
in Table 1 and varying the jump probability PI
from 0.1 percent to 10 percent per user per service
round. We have shown that we can reduce this
delay using scalable video.13
Ideal deterministic admission control

In statistical admission control, we assume a
constant read rate and constant seek time, and we
admit a given number of users based on our theoretical estimates of the probability of disk overload. By using a data-limit deterministic
admission control, we can reduce the pnobability
of overload for a given number of users. However,
to guarantee zero overload using that admission
control, we must reduce the average number of

Figure 10. Comparisons
between statistical and
data-limit deterministic
admission control.
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users served by assuming a conservative bound for
the total seek and rotation time. We would like to
eliminate this conservative bound by extending
the future load calculations to include seek and
rotation times. We call this ideal deterministic
admission control.
Unfortunately, we cannot implement ideal
deterministic admission control on our real disk
video server, as our system uses a SCSI-2 interface,
which does not allow track and sector-level data
manipulation. We therefore use the full disk simulator, which suffers no such limitations. The simulator results in an average of 58.0 users served
under ideal deterministic admission control, 25
percent higher than the load under conservative
data-limit deterministic admission control. As for
average jump delay, our simulator shows an
increase of at most 10 percent above the jump
delay of a statistical admission control system
using the test conditions described earlier. We
conclude that neither data-limit nor ideal deterministic admission control significantly hinder
interactive use.
Cost analysis

Table 8 summarizes the operation and characteristics of each admission control scheme. We
measured the number of users served on our full
disk simulator, as we could not implement ideal
deterministic admission control on the real disk
video server. The “,/A” entries indicate that we
cannot guarantee zero overload with statistical
admission control and that ideal deterministic
admission control never results in disk overload.
We now present a cost analysis for our admis-

5.52
b 60

Total co5t

24 79

9.69

sion control strategies. In Table 9 and Table 10 we
present the system costs bas
using our real disk video serv
we examine the same system costs based on tests
run on our full disk model simulator in Table 11
and Table 12. All of the systems may be classified
as overload prone or zero overload. The overload-

that the disk will never be overloaded.
Table 9 shows the system costs of the overloadprone systems as tested on the real disk for
of 1
per half hour. As seen, the data-limit deterministic
admission control significantlyreduces the hybrid
system cost compared to statistical admission control. We have found similar gains
same admission condo1 to C
them the best solution for read-only systems.
While CTL results in lower cost than hybrid, the
fragmentation problem makes the CTL str
unsuitable for general read and
The CTL and hybrid systems
padded VBR by a factor of 2 5 to
In Table 10, we examine the costs of the zerooverload systems. For the padded VBR system, the
cost does not increase significantly from the overload-prone case because the buffer cost per
is fixed. For the hybrid system, however, b
disk and buffer costs incr
cent cost increase from
load-prone system. The cost difference between
the two systems is still significant, a factor of 2.5.
Table 11 and Table 12 show that for all of the
systems tested in Table 9 and Table 10, the full

results: costper streczm fbr Pfa, = I per

Padded
Admission

Fixed U -

__Disk cost- - _ 15.41
- Buffer
- cost
8.1 7

Total cost

23.58

CTL
Statistical
_

4.75
3.09 _ _
7.84

_.

Hybrid

Hybrid

Statistical
_

Data-limit
_- ._

6 08
4.1 7
10.25

5.08
3.48
8.56

disk model simulator yields very similar results. In
addition, the full disk model allows us to test ideal
deterministic admission control. For about the
same cost, the ideal deterministic admission control achieves zero overload, whereas data-limit
admission control yields an overload probability
of
The actual choice will depend on the cost
and feasibility of using a disk system with track
and sector-level data manipulation.
Multiple-disk VBR video storage
In this work, we have assumed that our video
server uses a single disk in a round-robin environment. We suggest here possible ways to extend our
single-disk results to multiple disks. Note that this
discussion is speculative and tentative, requiring
further theoretical and experimental verifications.
Many real video servers will require multiple
disks because a two-hour movie coded at the
MPEG-1 rate of 1.2 Mbytes/s requires 1 Gbyte of
disk storage. In addition, spreading out multiple
videos across multiple disks increases the potential number of users that can choose any one
video. This is useful in video-on-demand applications in which select videos are requested far more
often than others. If each disk can service U users,
and there are Nd disks, then an ideal placement
strategy would partition a popular video across
the disks such that UN, users could access the
video simultaneously under a wide range of
request patterns.
In the case of redundant arrays of inexpensive
disks (RAID), data is typically striped across multiple disks, resulting in one user accessingmany disks
simultaneously. Redundancy provides robustness
in the event of disk failure. Also, a scheme in which
data is evenly striped across all disks results in a perfectly load-balanced disk array; upon admission, a
new user can access any video in the system. One
method of extending our VBR video data placement and admission control strategies in the
striped case is to model the entire disk array as a
single disk with an aggregate disk throughput and
seek time. However, it is unclear how much per-

Table 12. Fu?I disk niodel results: cast
for zero overlond.

~

Admission

.
.

-. Disk cost

Buffer cogTotal cost

Padded

Hybrid

Fixed U

Data-limit

16.62
8.1 7
24.79

5.74
3.94
9.67

formance we would lose by using such a high-level
approach; the combination of redundancy and
storage of VBR video remains open for investigation. In addition, we have shown that striping limits the number of users and increases the starting
delay at any given user 10ad.l~
As an alternative to striping, consider a periodic interleaving technique,l shown in Figure 11.
This technique places consecutive storage units on
consecutive disks instead of on the same disk.
Thus each user accesses only one disk in a service
Unit

1

Nd+l...

Disk 1

I

2

1 I;

Videb 1

Video 2

...

Video P

Video 2

...

Video P

:::

Disk 2

0

0
0

Nd

Disk Nd

J
Video 1

I Figure 11. Periodic
round to minimize the number of total disk seeks
required. Service rounds on different disks are the
same duration and synchronized with each other,
so the disks operate in a lock-step manner.3 As an
example, in Figure 11 a user watches video 1 by
reading unit 1 from disk 1 in the first round. In

interleaving.

the second round, the user retrieves unit 2 from
disk 2, and so on. After the user has retrieved Nd
units in this manner by cycling through the entire
disk array, the user reads unit Nd+ 1from disk 1in
round N d + 1. This pattern of access is shown by
the arrows in the figure.
To interleave CTL or CDL data units, we simply place one unit per disk and cycle through all
Nd disks repeatedly until the end of the video. For
the case of hybrid data placement, we note that
each user retrieves a variable number of units per
round. This lets us choose between placing one
unit per disk so that each user accesses a variable
number of disks per round, or placing a variable
number of units per disk so that each user accesses one disk per round. Vin et al. have analyzed
load balancing issues in the hybrid case.3
One possible admission control algorithm in
an interleaved disk system follows. Consider the
current users on the system divided into Nd sets,
such that all of the users in one set access the same
disk in the same round. For a new user requesting
admission at the beginning of a round, we first
determine which of the Nd sets of users it wants to
join. For example, consider an interleaved disk
array with>CTLdata placement. Assume a set of
U- 1current users accessing disk 1at round 1;we
denote these users as being in set 1.Suppose user
U applies for admission on disk 1 at the start of
round 1. The admission control algorithm considers only the statistics or bit traces of the videos
accessed by the set 1users. For statistical admission control, it convolves the PDF of user U’s
requested video with the aggregate PDF of the set
1 users’ videos. By aggregate PDF, we mean the
PDFs of the entire video traces requested by set 1
users on all disks. This is because all of the users
will cycle through all of the disks during playback.
For deterministic admission control, the algorithm sums the data trace of user Uwith the traces
of the current U- 1users.
Although interleaving does not affect the maximum bit rate throughput or number of users that
can be serviced, interleaving videos increases the
flexibility of user requests. Assuming again that
each disk can service Uusers, UNdusers can access
a single popular video with the condition that at
most U users can be in phase, modulo Nd. For
example, if Nd = 8, then at most Uusers can access
rounds 0, 8, 16, ... M x 8. Another set of users can
access rounds 1, 9, 17, ... ( M x 8) + 1, and so forth.
This offers a limited set of interactive functions
such as pause and skipping multiples of Nd segments,’ but more work remains to improve these

Conclusions
placement strategy for long VB
because of extreme
CTL and hybrid
between lower cost
We performed an exhaustive comparison
between statistical and two types of deterministic
admission control,
g a video server implemented on an actual
to verify our results. We
control can outperform statistical

trol may be difficult to implement on standard
simulator with results very close
ed on
the real disk, making the simulator useful for
future experiments.
The cost of using deterministic admission control is very small compared to the disk and buffer
storage costs. Implementing deterministic,admission control requires maintaining a current system load memory as shown in Figure 9. The size
of that memory equals the number of service
rounds multiplied by the bytes per service round.
As for the computation power required, each new
admission request requires as many integer additions as there are service rounds in the new
request. For a two-hour movie with two-second
service rounds, the amount of memory required
is only 14 Kbytes per disk, assuming 4-byte integers, and we only need 3,600 integer additions for
each incoming user in a two-second service
round. Our full disk simulator with deterministic
admission control runs 1,000 times faster than the
real disk video server, showing that computation
time is not a bottleneck.
We briefly discussed methods of extending our
single-diskresults to multiple disks and have considered how to apply our data placement and
admission control strategies to an interleaved disk
array. However, work remains to be done on multiple-disk VBR video storage, particularly in the
areas of striping and redundancy.
MM
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